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If You Like
Percy Jackson,

Try These!
 

The Wingfeather Saga: On the

Edge of the Dark Sea of

Darkness by Andrew

Peterson.

JF PETERS A

Janner, Tink, and Leeli Igiby

experience many fantastic

adventures while looking for a

lost treasure.

 
The Legend of Greg by Chris

Rylander.

JF RYLAND C

Greg Belmont learns he's

anything but ordinary when he

discovers he's a real, live,

fantastical dwarf and sets off

on the adventure of a lifetime.

 

Addison Cooke and the

Treasure of the Incas by

Jonathan W. Stokes.

JF STOKES J

After twelve-year-old Addison

Cooke's uncle unearths

ancient Incan secrets in Peru,

he is kidnapped by a shadowy

organization intent on stealing

the treasure unless Addison

and his friends can decipher

the clues first.

 The Screaming Staircase by

Jonathan Stroud.

JF STROUD J

Follows three young

operatives of a Psychic

Detection Agency as they

battle an epidemic of ghosts

in London.
The Alchemyst by Michael

Scott.

YA FIC SCOTT M

While working at pleasant but

mundane summer jobs in San

Francisco, fifteen-year-old

twins, Sophie and Josh,

suddenly find themselves

caught up in the deadly,

centuries-old struggle

between rival alchemists,

Nicholas Flamel and John Dee,

over the possession of an

ancient and powerful book

holding the secret formulas

for alchemy and everlasting

life.



Amari and the Night Brothers

by B.B. Alston.

JF ALSTON B

Thirteen-year-old Amari, a

poor Black girl from the

projects, gets an invitation

from her missing brother to

join the Bureau of

Supernatural Affairs and join in

the fight against an evil

magician.

 

Loki's Wolves by K.L.

Armstrong and M.A. Marr.

JF ARMSTR K

Matt Thorsen is a direct

descendent of the order-

keeping god Thor, and his

classmates Fen and Laurie

Brekke are descendents of

the trickster god Loki. When

Ragnarok (the apocalypse)

threatens they must fight

monsters to stop the end of

the world.

Will Wilder: The Relic of

Perilous Falls by Raymond

Arroyo.

JF ARROYO R

A thrill-seeking twelve-year-

old boy with a mysterious

family heritage discovers

ancient objects of rare power

and must protect them from

the terrifying demons who will

do anything to possess them.

 

The Iron Trial by Holly Black

and Cassandra Clare.

JF BLACK H

Warned away from magic all of

his life, Callum endeavors to

fail the trials that would admit

him to the Magisterium only to

be drawn into its ranks against

his will and forced to confront

dark elements from his past. 

 
Charlie Hernandez and the

League of Shadows by Ryan

Calejo.

JF CALEJO R

Steeped in Hispanic folklore

since childhood, middle

schooler Charlie Hernández

learns the stories are true

when, shortly after his parents

disappearance, he grows

horns and feathers and finds

himself at the heart of a battle

to save the world.

 
The Total Eclipse of Nestor

Lopez by Adrianna Cuevas.

JF CUEVAS A

A Cuban American boy must

use his secret ability to

communicate with animals to

save the inhabitants of his

town when they are

threatened by a tule vieja, a

witch that transforms into

animals.

 

Sea of Trolls by Nancy Farmer.

YA FIC FARMER N

After Jack becomes

apprenticed to a Druid bard, he

and his little sister Lucy are

captured by Viking Berserkers

and taken to the home of King

Ivar the Boneless and his half-

troll queen, leading Jack to

undertake a vital quest to

Jotunheim, home of the trolls.

 

Sal and Gabi Break the

Universe by Carlos Hernandez.

JF HERNAN C

In order to heal after his

mother's death, thirteen-year-

old Sal learns to reach into

time and space to retrieve

things - and people - from

other universes.

 
Treasury of Greek Mythology

by Donna Jo Napoli.

J 292.13 NAP

Presents illustrated retellings

of classic Greek myths,

sharing the stories of Zeus,

Aphrodite, Apollo, Athena,

Helen of Troy, Perseus, and

Medusa, with sidebars for

each god, goddess, hero, and

monster that link the tales to

constellations, history,

geography, and culture.


